Shear wave elastography using Wigner-Ville distribution: a simulated multilayer media study.
Shear Wave Elastography (SWE) is a quantitative ultrasound-based imaging modality for distinguishing normal and abnormal tissue types by estimating the local viscoelastic properties of the tissue. These properties have been estimated in many studies by propagating ultrasound shear wave within the tissue and estimating parameters such as speed of wave. Vast majority of the proposed techniques are based on the cross-correlation of consecutive ultrasound images. In this study, we propose a new method of wave detection based on time-frequency (TF) analysis of the ultrasound signal. The proposed method is a modified version of the Wigner-Ville Distribution (WVD) technique. The TF components of the wave are detected in a propagating ultrasound wave within a simulated multilayer tissue and the local properties are estimated based on the detected waves. Image processing techniques such as Alternative Sequential Filters (ASF) and Circular Hough Transform (CHT) have been utilized to improve the estimation of TF components. This method has been applied to a simulated data from Wave3000™ software (CyberLogic Inc., New York, NY). This data simulates the propagation of an acoustic radiation force impulse within a two-layer tissue with slightly different viscoelastic properties between the layers. By analyzing the local TF components of the wave, we estimate the longitudinal and shear elasticities and viscosities of the media. This work shows that our proposed method is capable of distinguishing between different layers of a tissue.